
LOCATING SOLUTION 

 
Water & Acid Leak Detection Locating Solution 
WITH FG-NET UNIT 
This water leak or acid leak detection solution contains FG-NET leak monitoring unit, FG-EC 

water sense cable / FG-AC acid sense cables and leak detection system accessories. 

 

  

FG-NET system is a truly versatile system – a single control panel is capable of monitoring 
both water and oil leak detection circuits.  Hence TTK offers a complete leak detection solution 
in building application. 

  

http://www.ttkuk.com/water-acids-leak-detection/
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 LOCATING SOLUTION WITH FG-NET 

                   
 

 

                                                 

 

 

+ + 

+ 
OIL Sense Cable FG-OD 

FG-NET Touch Screen Unit 

Water Sense Cable FG-EC    ACID Sense Cable FG-AC 

Accessories 

+ 
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http://www.ttkuk.com/water-acids-leak-detection/products/accessories/


Digital unit for leak detection FG-NET : The FG-NET digital unit is designed to be used for water 

leak detection, bases leak detection acid leak detection and fuel leak detection. It is ideal 

for mission critical areas such as data centers, trading floors, semi-conductor plants. FG-NET 

unit can display a precise location (to the nearest meter) on a dynamic map. It detects 

simultaneous leaks hence avoid “a leak hide another” risk. Furthermore, the FG-NET digital unit 

can transmit the leak information to other LAN-connected equipment (such as BMS) via TCP/IP 

and JBUS/MODBUS communication protocols. 

Water leak detection sense cable FG-EC :  The FG-EC sense cable detects and pin-point 
locates water & base liquid leak at any point along the cable. It is designed to be connected on 
FG-SYS or FG-NET digital unit. The typical applications are data centers, trading floors, high 
value and mission critical infrastructure. 

Acid leak detection sense cable FG-AC : FG-AC sense cable detects and pin-point locates acid 
leak at any point along the cable. It is designed to be connected on FG-SYS or FG-NET digital 
unit. The typical applications are laboratories, fab plants, cleanrooms, etc. in order to provide 
permanent protection to limit the financial consequences of an undetected acid leak. The FG-AC 
sense cable is made in corrosion and abrasion resistant cable that can be reused after cleaning. 

Oil Sense Cable FG-OD : FG-OD is a fast response, re-usable and ATEX approved oil leak 
detection sense cable, it is insensitive to water, inorganic pollutants and external loads 
(pressure). 

Accessories for water / acid leak detection systems : TTK leak detection systems offer a full 
range of connection accessories and kits as diversion boxes, leading cables, end terminations. 
These items assure a proper functioning of the systems. 

Accessories for oil leak detection systems : TTK oil leak detection systems offer a full range of 
connection accessories and kits as diversion box, leading cables, end terminations. These items 
assure a proper functioning of the systems. 

 
 

LOCATING CONTROL PANEL UNITS 
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LOCATING UNITS 
FG-NET 

 

Powerful system capacity (monitoring up to 500 sense cables on 3 independent zones) with touchscreen interface, 
TCP/IP and JBUS/MODBUS communication protocols. The FG-NET is suitable for water, acid and oil leak 
detection. 

 

 

LOCATING UNITS 
FG-SYS 

 

Monitoring up to 120 lengths of sense cables on 3 independent zones, the FG-SYS is the most widely installed 
panel around the world over the past decade. Suitable for both water and acid leak detection. 

 

 

LOCATING UNITS 
FG-ALS8 

NEW PRODUCT: With 8 independent detection zones and up to 100 meters of sense cable per zone, the FG-

ALS8 is ideal for medium and large applications where the precise water/acid leak location is required. 
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LOCATING UNITS 
FG-ALS4 

With 4 independent detection zones and up to 45 meters of sense cable per zone, the FG-ALS4 is easy to use 

and precise in its accuracy. Perfect for small and medium applications where water/acid leak location is required. 

 

 

LOCATING UNITS 
FG-ALS 

 

FG-ALS is no longer available. It is replaced by FG-ALS4: 4 zones alarm and location system unit. Click here to 
view FG-ALS product datasheet and installation manual. 

NON-LOCATING SOLUTION 

 
Water & Acid Leak Detection Non-Locating Solution 
WITH FG-A UNIT 
 

This water leak or acid leak detection solution contains FG-A alarm unit, FG-ECS / FG-ECX 

water sense cables (or FG-ACS / FG-ACX for acid detection) and system accessories. 
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LEAK DETECTION ALARM UNIT FG-A + WATER SENSE CABLE FG-

ECS 

 Leak Detection Alarm Unit FG-A: The FG-A alarm unit is a simple leak detection unit without 
location. It can control up to 15 meters of sense cables. Visual and audible indicators on the front 

+ + / 
Leak Detector Unit FG-A    

Water Sense Cable FG-ECS    Accessories    
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panel allow easy identification of the type of fault (leak or cable break). Two zero volt contact 
relays provide numerous signaling and centralised monitoring options. 

The FG-A alarm unit is designed to be used with TTK analog sense cables; FG-ECS, FG-ECX, 
FG-ACS and FG-ACX, to give immediate detection of liquid leaks (water, acid or base). Available 
in wall mounted and rack mounted version. 

Water sense cable FG-ECX: The FG-ECX sense cable can be connected to two of TTK’s alarm 
units only: Locating Alarm Unit FG-ALS4 and Alarm Unit FG-A. It detects and locates leaks to 
the nearest meter when connected to the locating units. The Sense Cable FG-ECX is available in 
standard, pre-finished lengths of 3, 7 or 15 meters complete with connectors. 

Water sense cable FG-ECS : The FG-ECS sense cable has a spliced junction with a length of 
3.5 meters of jumper cable and an end termination. It detects the presence of water and base 
liquids at any point along its length. The FG-ECS sense cable is designed to be connected to 
analog alarms (FG-ALS4 & FG-A) or digital units (FG-NET & FG-SYS, via diversion box FG-
DTCS). It detects and locates the leak when connected with locating units. 

 
NON-LOCATING UNIT 
FG-A 

 

 

 

 

 Simple Detection without Location 
 Three LED Indicators 
 Two Output Relays 

The FG-A alarm unit is a simple water leak detection, acid leak detection and base leak 
detection unit without location. It can control up to 15 meters of sense cables. Visual and audible 
indicators on the front panel allow easy identification of the type of fault (leak or cable break). 
Two zero volt contact relays provide numerous signaling and centralised monitoring options. 

The FG-A alarm unit is designed to be used with TTK analog sense cables; FG-ECS, FG-ECX, 
FG-ACS and FG-ACX, to give immediate detection of liquid leaks (water leak, acid leak or 
base leak). Available in wall mounted and rack mounted version. 
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SENSE CABLES 
For Water / Acid Leak Detection & Location 

WATER SENSE CABLES 
 

 

WATER SENSE CABLES 
FG-EC 

 

The FG-EC digital and addressable sense cable (with microprocessor and a high visibility LED embedded) 

detects and pin-points the location of water and base liquids leaks at any point along its length. The FG-EC 
is insensitive to dust and metal particle contaminations, and, what’s more, from 1st July 2019, all FG-EC cables 
are made in low smoke zero halogen (LSZH or LZ0H) materials, it emits limited smoke and no halogen when 

exposed to high sources of heat. 

 

 

WATER SENSE CABLES 
FG-ECS 

 

The FG-ECS works in two ways: When connected to the locating unit it detects and pin-points the position of the 
leak ~or~ when connected to the non-locating unit it detects the leak without pin-point mapping. To one end is 3.5 
meters of TTK BUS 8723 jumper cable, whilst to the other there is an end termination enabling quick connection. 
From 1st July 2019, all FG-ECS cables are made in low smoke zero halogen (LSZH or LZ0H) materials, it emits 

limited smoke and no halogen when exposed to high sources of heat. 
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WATER SENSE CABLES 
FG-ECX 

 

The FG-ECX sense cable is analogue and designed to be connected to the FG-ALS8, FG-ALS4 and FG-A units. 
This cable detects and pin-points the location of leaks when it is connected to the locating units; and detects leaks 
without specific mapping when connected to the non-locating unit. The FG-ECX sense cable is made with 
special Low Smoke Zero Halogen materials (LSZH or LS0H). 

 

 

WATER SENSE CABLES 
FG-ECB 

 

The FG-ECB sense cable is specially designed for pipes solution. It is to be belt on the bottom of the suspended 
pipes. An external polyethylene based braided jacket keeps water around the cable thus assures an efficient 
detection. The FG-ECB sense cable is a non-absorbent design that can be reused after leaks. 
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WATER POINT SENSOR 
 

 

WATER POINT SENSOR 
FG-ECP 

 

The FG-ECP point sensor is available in three models (U-shape, L-shape and customized) to suit different 
environments and has been developed to provide quick detection of water leaks. 

ACID SENSE CABLES 
 

 

ACID SENSE CABLES 
FG-AC 

 

The FG-AC cable detects and pin-points the location of acid and corrosive chemical liquid leaks at any point along 
its length. It is made of a corrosion and abrasion resistant material that can be reused after cleaning. Being digital 
and addressable (microprocessor embedded) the FG-AC cable is insensitive to dust and metal particle 
contaminations, and, what’s more, each cable has a high visibility LED to provide quick identification of the cable 
status. 
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ACID SENSE CABLES 
FG-ACS 

 

The FG-ACS sense cable detects and pin-points leak location when connected to the locating units, or detects 
without specific mapping when connected to the non-locating unit. It has a length of 3.5 meters of TTK BUS 8723 
jumper cable to one end and and an end termination to the other allowing quick connection. 

 

 

ACID SENSE CABLES 
FG-ACX 

 

The FG-ACX sense cable is an analogue sense cable, compatible with FG-ALS8, FG-ALS4 and FG-A units. This 
cable can detect and pin-point leak location when connected to the locating units, and detects leaks without precise 
location mapping when connected to the non-locating unit. 
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